LEARN TO SWIM
Lesson Progressions
Push off with
the right start.
Bayside Aquatics’ swimming
curriculum is designed by our team
of highly qualified staff to deliver
dynamic and structured progression
in a fun and safe environment.
From water safety through to
competitive swimming, our
philosophy is that all participants
should be taught and aspire to
master modern technique and skills.

Infants & Toddlers
BEGINNER

Pre-School & Above
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6-12 Months
Our littlest swimmers are gently
introduced to love the water through
songs, games and supportive parent
interactions.

INTERMEDIATE
12-24 Months

Toddlers build their confidence through
enhanced acclimation activities, floating,
bubble play as well as guided pool
entry and exit technique.

STINGRAYS

Building on their water confidence and safety skills, students
are introduced to advanced supported floating, kicking,
confident pool entry and elementary streamlining.
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Ready to accelerate?

24-36 Months
Swimmers are challenged to make
their first moves toward independent
floating, submersion and kicking.

COMPETITIVE SQUADS Bayside Aquatics’ Competitive Squads offer swimmers
a pathway to accelerate their performance with elite coaching, personalised
programs and the opportunity to compete at a district, state and national level.

SWIMFIT SQUADS SwimFit squads are a pathway for swimmers who would like

Fundamentals
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TURTLES

Students transition to advanced floating, kicking and streamlining
as well as early drill progressions for backstroke and freestyle and
elementary diving technique.
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Swim Skills
DOLPHINS

ADVANCED

SQUADS

Foundation
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Through these levels, students will begin to master advanced
backstroke, freestyle, diving, streamlining, dolphin kick and
foundational breaststroke.

Teen Water Confidence - 10+
BEGINNER
Inexperienced swimmers who are 10+ years and looking
to build their water confidence and safety in our teen-specific classes.

to continue to develop their skills and fitness.

ADVANCED

Learn more about squads on the Squad Pathways information sheet.

Our teen students are accelerated through the swim skills curriculum,
to ensure they can swim with ease and confidence.

